A Translation of Miguel Hernández: Pasiones, Cárcel y Muerte de un Poeta (Passions, Imprisonments, and Death of a Poet) by José Luis Ferris

"José Luis Ferris’ text is not the only biography of the Orihuelan poet, but is the most accessible for academics and the general public. It is well researched and strives to analyze the poet’s existence as it incorporates commentary from other Hernandian experts and from those that knew the goat-herder-poet personally. How Ferris’ book (consequently my translation of it) differs from the rest of the biographies is that it strives to debunk myths on both dies of the
political spectrum that have surrounded the poet.”
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“The Tragedy of Loss of these two books is what it portends for the aspirations of the future. For these books have as their overriding theme, the passionate wish for the very best kingdom to come on Earth and the reasons for it not coming. The hope they provide is that of a lament. They recall the story of very good kingdoms and people coming to be and being destroyed yet somehow remaining as a possibility. The deepest reasons for that possibility lie in a mystery which these books require us to ignore: we live necessarily in view of eternity as well as of
time."
Why it is Impossible to Write a Biography of William Shakespeare: Multiple Names, Contradictory Sources, and Political Purposes
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“Professor Dureau’s re-reading of Shakespeare’s biographers, the “proof” of his life as a player and dramatist undergoes radical revision; while what she argues will not sit well with traditionalists-an admittedly vague and troublesome term for such a vast critical field as Shakespeare studies-her arguments will accomplish what all good criticism should. Her work will open dialogue that challenges the reader to return to the collected, historical accounts of the
poet William Shakespeare.”
Dr. Wayne Narey, Arkansas State University
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“A compelling narrative weaving the entire gamut of the Tausug social tapestry through the prism of the Pagsanda - a traditional informal credit system that has in itself succumb to the seductions of profit, losing in the process its laudable traditional role of providing financial safety nets. While it has evolved into becoming part of the problem, it holds a promise of becoming a major part of the solution.”

Dr. Hilton J. Aguja, Iligan Institute of Technology